
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Why did Europe turn to Africa?  Africa was seen as new sources of 

things Euro wanted such as: 

1.  

 

2. 

 

3. 

 

4. 

 

5. 

 

6 

 

7. 

During the 1800s, many European nations begin to explore the world and practice 

imperialism.  IMPERIALISM- extending a nation’s power over other lands. There 

were many reasons for imperialism 

  

SOURCE A  White Man’s 
Burden by Rudyard Kipling 

1899 
Take up the White Man's 
burden-- 
Send forth the best ye breed-- 
Go bind your sons to exile 
To serve your captives' need; 
To wait in heavy harness, 
On fluttered folk and wild-- 
Your new-caught, sullen 
peoples, 
Half-devil and half-child. 
 
Take up the White Man's 
burden-- 
In patience to abide, 
To veil the threat of terror 
And check the show of pride; 
By open speech and simple, 
An hundred times made plain 
To seek another's profit, 
And work another's gain. 

What was banned in the 1890s?  

 

 

 

What did the Europeans sell? .    

 

 

 

 

•In 1874 Great Britain ANNEXED (incorporates a country within  

  another a state) the  Gold Coast. The Gold Coast was the 1st colony. 

•The British set up a PROTECTORATE (a nation that must depend on  

  another government) in Nigeria. 

 •The Dutch(Boers) defeated the Zulus and created a  white run Union 

  of South Africa. 

• France took over Algeria, Tunisia & Morocco  and Fr. West Africa 

•Germany captured Togo, Cameroon, German SW Africa   

  

TASKS 

1. Define the following:  White Man’s Burden, annexed, protectorate 

2. What does Source A tell you about the attitude of the Europeans in  

    the 1800s toward others? 

3. Why did the British, French, Belgians and other  turn to Africa?    

    Explain in a paragraph. 

4. How could colonizing Africa lead to new markets?  

5. What nations colonized Africa? 

6. How do you think White Man’s burden led to racist ideas? 

7.  Describe THREE are the political and economic reasons for   

     imperialism?  

8. In your opinion, how can the European grab for resources lead to  

    problems later in Africa? 

MAP TASKS 

1.  What nation(s) had the largest   

     empires? 

2. What nation(s) had the smallest? 

3. Which African nations stayed  

    independent? 

4. Are the boundaries of modern Africa  

   similar  to the boundaries of 1914  

   Africa? (look at   RA14 in book or map  

   on wall) 
5. What areas do you think would be the  

    least   valuable to the Europeans?  

    Why? 


